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Abstract 

 

This paper investigates the relationship between oil price shocks on two measures of oil 

importers and exporter´s trade balances, namely the Merchandise Trade balance and Non-oil 

trade balance. The paper also aims to analyse whether oil price fluctuation tend to explain a 

smaller or larger part of the variability on the Trade and Non-oil trade balance. The short-run 

dynamics running from the oil price to overall and non-oil trade balance are investigated using 

a Impulse Response function, Granger causality test and Forecast error variance decomposition 

test(FEVD) with quarterly data spanning between Q1 1995 to Q4 2018. Two Nordic countries 

distinguishable in their terms of oil characteristic are regarded in this analysis. Sweden as an 

oil importer and Norway as oil exporter. Furthermore, a subperiod estimation are performed by 

splitting the time series into two subperiod, and thereby be able to perform a FEVD test to see 

whether the share of oil regarding its influence on the trade balance are decreasing over time. 

 

Keyword: Trade balances, Oil shocks, Vector autoregressive model, Impulse Response function, 

macroeconomy 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this part of the paper, the reader will be provided with a good insight and understanding 

about the objective of this study. The reader will also be given a brief overview of the 

macroeconomic world and how oil shocks may affect the general activities taking place in it. 

 

“Electric power is everywhere present in unlimited quantities and can drive the world's machinery 

without the need of coal, oil, gas, or any other of the common fuels." ~Nicola Tesla 

 

1.1 Background 

 

The discovery of large oil deposits during the 20th century have made oil to become one of the 

major energy sources among countries and has come to play a important part in economic 

production process among countries. Today, oil accounts for around 32% of the total energy 

consumption and while more alternative energy sources are more present than ever, oil are 

expected remain as one of the most salient energy sources for many years to come. (Statistic 

Norway 2019) 

A large literature has come to analyse the macroeconomic impact caused by oil price shocks 

1since two large unexpected fluctuation in the crude oil price took place in the 70´s. 

Hamilton(1983), a pioneer in the field, first investigated the relationship of a positive oil price 

shock on GNP growth for the US while over time, many researchers have come to focus their 

on general macroeconomic activity and devote more emphasis on oil shocks and its impact on 

real output growth and inflation with data on importing countries.(Mork 1989; Hamilton 

1996;Blanchard & Gali 2007; Kilian 2008) 

 

In 2011, oil compromised almost 20% of total world trade (UNCTAD 2013) and together with 

new technological breakthroughs, there is a renewed interest regarding the question of oil price 

shocks and its impact on trade balances. Globally, the oil trade has in 2017 experienced a growth 

of 4.3%, above the 10 year average, where emerging countries and low oil prices triggers the 

demand of oil. In a paper by Blanchard & Gali (2007), they find that the oil shocks taken place 

during the 2000´s differ compared to the shocks experienced in the past and that the shocks 

                                                           
1 According to Kilian (2014), an oil price shocks is defined as an unanticipated change in the price of crude oil. 
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during the beginning of 2000 mainly originated from an increase of the global demand for oil, 

while for the 70´s, the shocks mainly entered the supply side of the economy.  

 

Even though volatile oil price is expected to influence the trade balances, very few researchers 

tend to compare oil producing/exporting and importing countries and their responses in the 

aftermath of an oil shock.  

Except for Kilian et al (2009), Le & Chang (2013) stands for the most comprehensive 

examination of the link between oil shocks and trade balances including an oil-importing 

country (Japan), oil refining country (Singapore) and oil exporting country (Malaysia). The 

main observation of their result is that oil shocks seem to affect each country´s trade balance 

very differently between the observed countries and that the effects are caused by both the 

demand and supply side of the economy.  

Using the same approach made by Le & Chang (2013), the purpose of this paper is to analyse 

the two Scandinavian neighbours, namely Norway and Sweden, and the respective impact oil 

shocks will have on the Trade Balance and Non-oil trade balance. 

Even though the share the same border, with the discovery of oil 60´s and exploration in 1971, 

Norway today produces 2,1% of the global demand entering as the 14th largest producer in the 

world and a net export of oil. For Sweden, even though some refinery activities are active, the 

absence of oil as resource have made Sweden to become an net-importer of oil entering the cost 

side of the trade balance. Furthermore, while few studies have compared export and importing 

countries regarding the impact of oil shocks on trade balances, as far as we know, none of the 

paper have compared Norway and Sweden. Also, motivated by the paper of Blanchard & Gali 

(2007), an analysis of a possible declining role of the oil shocks on the economy for these two 

countries will be performed. 

 

The paper will be divided into five main chapters. The next chapter will cover the theory and 

literature linked to oil price shocks. Chapter 3 will cover the methodology used for the study 

and present the data collection. Chapter 4 presents the result from the analysis while chapter 5 

discuss the findings connecting with earlier literature. Chapter 6 gives some concluding 

remarks. 
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1.2 Research question 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the effect from oil shocks on the trade balance and 

non-oil trade balance for Sweden and Norway. By including the non-oil trade balance, we will 

be able to a larger extend look at factor that origins from national policies within the individual 

countries (Le & Chang 2013). Furthermore, including the overall trade balance allows us to 

account for two effects suggest by theory, one that rising oil prices enters the cost side for 

importing countries, thereby hampering consumption and growth, while the mirror image are 

expected for export countries. The other effect works through an indirect channel, where rising 

oil prices changes the non-oil trade balance and thereby affect the countries domestic currency.  

Even though some countries since the last decades successfully decreased their relative 

dependency of oil as energy source2, oil shocks still tend to affect consumer and investment 

decision within economies today. (Blanchard and Gali 2007) 

 

Hence the research questions of this study are: 

 

• Does a positive oil price shock affect the overall trade and non-oil trade balance for 

Sweden and Norway differently in the short-term? 

• Has the relative importance of oil shocks for the economies trade balances decreased 

over time? 

 

1.3 Contribution and objective of this study 

 

This paper will give a deeper understanding of how “positive” oil shocks may affect the 

macroeconomy and explain the theories behind these shocks. More precisely, this study will 

highlight some of the most accepted theories suggested by earlier research, and in an effort, 

describe this complex world in a simpler way. Furthermore, this study will add to the research 

made by Le & Chang (2013) and Kilian et al (2009) to see whether we find similar result for 

the Nordic area concerning the relationship between oil shocks and trade balances. 

 

                                                           
2 According to the Swedish Energy Agency, Sweden for example lowered their oil supply within the energy 
sector by 64% since 1970  
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1.4 Delimitations 

 

The objective of this study is to analyse and compare how the impact from oil shocks influence 

the trade balances of an oil exporting and importing economy. This study will only be able to 

investigate how this the impact from rising oil prices affect the trade balance in the short term. 

Therefore, this paper will not be able to draw any conclusion of a possible asymmetric 

relationship that’s suggested from earlier research.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 See Hamilton, J. D. (2011). Nonlinearities and the macroeconomic effects of oil 

prices. Macroeconomic dynamics, 15(S3), 364-378. 
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2-THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This part of the paper presents the existing literature within the research area to give the 

reader a good overview of how oil shock may affect the macroeconomy. 

The chapter also presents some of the possible “transmission channels” and in depth 

discusses these channels through which how oil shocks may affect the trade balances. 

 

2.1 Crude oil and the Macroeconomy 

 

Analysis of the relationship between oil and the macroeconomy is not uncomplicated task. 

Since the two oil shocks that occurred in the 70´s took place, there is a thoroughgoing amount 

of papers investigating oil and its impact on several macroeconomic variables and the possible 

transmission channels through which the impact from the shocks works through. Furthermore, 

the impact from oil shocks on the macroeconomy variables are proven to behave quite 

differently dependent on whether the country is an export or import of oil. Also, if the oil shock 

origins from the demand or supply side of the economy also alters the reaction of the economy, 

both directly and indirectly (Jimenez & Rodriguez 2005).  

 

Firstly, focusing on the direct effects, increasing oil prices enters the production process for 

firms, which leads to higher production cost of oil dependent industries. The higher cost for 

firms on the production side effects the rate of return on investment and later transmits to the 

price of the final goods. Furthermore, the same price effect on the final good make’s consumers 

purchasing power become lower, leading to lowered demand for the good and makes consumer 

demand higher wages. This second-round effects caused by higher wage demands spurs 

domestic inflation, forces the domestic central bank to perform monetary policies as a reaction 

to the inflationary pressure which possibly transmits to lower levels of investments, 

consumption and economic growth for goth the national and international economy (Bachmeier 

2008). 

 However, these negative effects from higher domestic interest could potentially cancel out if 

the international interest rates rise relatively slower compare to the domestic interest rate. 

Through this financial transmission channel, foreign capital would start streaming into the 

domestic economy and thereby cancel out the initial negative impact. Hickman et al (1987). 
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This transmission channel in which oil shocks may work through the financial channel are 

discussed in Bjørnland (2000). Following a positive oil shock, oil exporting countries will 

experience a stream of wealth, so-called revenue effect, that originates from higher prices of 

import to the oil-importing countries. The oil price increase generates extra revenue for the 

exporting country while for the importing country, as discussed above, higher import bills may 

cause unwanted macroeconomic effects. According to theory, these negative effects occurring 

for import countries may offset the extra revenues generated for exporting countries from higher 

oil prices.4 

 

To control for these effects above, together with the price of Brent oil, real GDP and exchange 

rate will be included in the model. This since real GDP allows us to control for the effects 

entering the international trade channel, which for Sweden and Norway are important due to 

their small open economy. Furthermore, since the Brent oil is priced and settled in US dollar, a 

depreciation(appreciation) of the US dollar can make oil relatively cheaper(expensive) 

compared to the price settled in the foreign country´s own currency. To control for this, we will 

include the exchange rate for both respective countries in the paper.   

 

 

2.2 Oil and Trade balances 

 

Crude oil is extracted in several regions of the world and a various of price index are presented 

dependent on the region of the world oil market. In general, these oil indices are strongly 

correlated with one another even though they differ in density and gravity. For this paper, I 

consider the Brent oil price to measure the impact of oil shocks. The Brent price has come to 

be one of the leading price benchmarks for extracted oil in the North Atlantic (Huntington 

2015).  

The literature has come to present several transmission channels through in which oil shocks 

may impact the macroeconomy. The literature generally focuses on economic growth and 

output, but little attention focuses on its effect on external balances. Papers investigating the 

relationship (Kilian et al 2009; Bodenstein et al 2011; Le & Chang 2013) have appear over the 

last years. Analysing their result, they conclude that the effects from an oil shock on the trade 

                                                           
4 See Van Wijnbergen, S. (1984). Inflation, employment, and the Dutch Disease in oil-exporting countries: The 

Quarterly Journal of Economics, 99(2), 233-250. 
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balance works mainly through the trade channel that was explained above while a second 

channel, the financial channel, mainly impacts asset prices and the external portfolio position 

(Kilian et al 2009). Focusing on the trade channel, Kilian et al (2009) argues that oil price 

movements alters quantities and price of tradable goods and service. The sources of the chock 

are also expected to origin from different areas of the economy. Historically, military events 

and increased demand has been the main cause of the oil price shocks and potential transmission 

channels are highlighted in the literature and discussed below. 

 

2.2.1 Oil supply shocks 

 

Suggested in a paper by Bodenstein et al (2011), an oil supply shock can be explained by 

changes not driven by the macroeconomic environment but rather from oil supply shift created 

from quotas or conflicts. With the assumption of incomplete markets5, for importing countries, 

this disruption would thus cause a surplus for non-oil trade balance and a deficit for the oil trade 

balance. The magnitude of this effect depends on the level of incomplete markets while under 

complete markets, the effect should be unaffected (Bodenstein et al 2011). For the export 

country, the same disruption would be the opposite for the ones of the importing country. 

Furthermore, since the oil supply shock enter the production side of the economy, a small 

dependency of oil together with a larger elasticity of substitution between production factors 

and oil, the smaller will the overall magnitude be from an unexpected oil price increase (Kilian 

et al 2009). 

 

2.2.2 Aggregated oil demand shocks 

 

Oil demand shocks are shocks that can be explained through the lens of increased global 

economic activity. Economic growth in oil intense countries potentially causes the oil price to 

rise and according to theory the shocks are expected to be different from the shocks generated 

from the supply side (Kilian et al 2009). An unexpected aggregated rise from the demand side 

are expected to have two opposing effect on the non-oil trade balance. For oil importing 

countries under incomplete markets, this kind of shock causes an oil trade deficit and surplus 

for the non-oil trade. The other effect from the shock is that it corresponds to a short-run 

                                                           
5 Bodenstein et al (2011) assumes that international markets are incomplete and finds that under this 
assumption, a wealth transfer takes places toward oil exporting countries following an “positive” oil shock. 
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stimulus for the oil importing country, which causes the non-oil trade deficit (Kilian et al 2009). 

Bernanke (2006) argues that these effects are most prominent in countries with relative high 

share of oil intense industries compared to countries with a lower oil dependency. 

 

 However, there is no empirical solution to which of the effects that are the most dominates. 

The theory doesn’t present any clear answer either for the non-oil trade balance. Furthermore, 

theory suggest an oil trade deficit from the effects of a rise in global demand. 

 

 

2.3 Oil on a declining path? 

 

Since the first viable oil where discovered in the mid-19th century, the use of oil in the economy 

have come to play a considerable roll for economic growth and welfare. In times where reliable 

energy sources where sought-after while the industrialization came with new technologies, oil 

became an important energy source in the early 1900. Especially the development of the 

railroad and industry sector and later the car industry during the first half of the 20th century, 

came to act as a major force for the demand of oil. Registration for cars in the US rose from 0,1 

vehicle per 1000 resident to 816 per 1000 resident between 1900 and 2008, which shows the 

growing importance for oil demand over the century (Hamilton 2011).  

However, even though oil still acts as a major energy source for emerging countries and as a 

good stream of income for producing countries (BP 2018), the environmental side effects the 

use of oil brings have made way for alternative energy sources. As countries have become more 

aware of this effects, new technologies and regulations have come to challenge the dominant 

role of oil that it has in the energy sector. (IEA 2018) 

 

This potential declining role of oil has made researcher to investigate whether economies today 

are less affected from oil shocks compared to the 70`s. Most of the research tend to conclude 

that oil has a less significant role today on the economy. Investigating the oil shocks occurring 

in the 70´s and the first decade in the 21th century, Blanchard and Gali (2007) finds that the 

relationship between oil shocks on GDP and the CPI have become cushioned which, for our 

purpose, suggests a smaller impact from oil on the trade balance.  
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However, reports6 suggest the increased demand for oil by emerging countries disprove the 

theory of a decreasing role of oil. Also, in a paper by Zaouali (2007), the author finds that the 

increased oil prices occurring in 2007 and 2008 had a major negative effect on the Chinese 

economy. Also, a report released by BP (2018) shows that the demand for oil are growing 

globally, heavily driven by China and this in times when alternative energy sources are more 

available than ever. This would suggest that the demand side possibly overtakes the historical 

role that the supply oil shocks played in the 70´s7 

These two strands of arguments give rise to the second research question in this paper and will 

be discussed in more detail in the methodological part. 

 

2.4 Literature review 

 

The existing literature points out the evidence that oil prices have a strong impact on the 

economy. Much of it reaches back to the 70´s when unexpected oil price hikes seemed to 

correlate with economic recession. Hamilton (1983), one of the pioneers in the field, analysed 

the behaviour of oil prices and GNP between the period 1948 to 1981 in the US. His work found 

that recession taking place in the aftermath of World War II and 1973 followed the event of 

unexpected price increases in the crude oil petroleum. After Hamilton´s in 1983, he 

strengthened his result (Hamilton 1989; 1996) and found a strong correlation between 

recessions and oil shocks. Researchers as (Mork 1989; Mork & Olsen 1994) followed up on 

Hamilton finding where they looked at oil price decreases to analyse if the relationship between 

output and oil where symmetric or not. Their findings suggest that the relationship is 

asymmetric for the US and that oil price decreases do not cause economic expansion.  

 

Researchers then begun to map how oil price shocks affect other macroeconomic variables and 

started to compare countries that export oil rather than just countries that are net-importer of oil 

(see Jiménez & Sánchez 2005; Mehrara 2008; Forni,et al 2012; Bachmeier, 2008). In addition 

to this, another strand of literature investigates how oil prices impact stock prices (Kilian et al 

2009), unemployment (Lee et al 1995), consumption (Mehra, & Petersen 2005) while also 

investigates the declining impact of oil (Blanchard & Gali, J 2007; Hooker 1996).  

 

                                                           
6 See for example the report by BP (2018) 
7 See Blancard and Gali(2007) paper where the find that the sources of  oil shocks differ between the 70´s 
compared to the ones taking place in the beginning of the 21th century 
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A common denominator of most of the mentioned study above is that they come to focus on 

importing countries and especially the case of the US economy. What they all conclude is that 

the oil does impact the economy and that this negative relationship with macroeconomic 

variables, appear to be asymmetric. Furthermore, little of the literature tend to focus on the 

impact on trade balances and only a few researchers have investigated the relationship between 

trade balances and the impact of oil. (Le & Chang 2013; Kilian et al 2009; Backus & Crucini 

2000; Bodenstein et al 2011) 

With a time-series analysis, Kilian et al (2009) and Le & Chang (2013) uses Impulse response 

functions to analyse the relationship between oil shocks and trade balances. Kilian et al (2009) 

focuses on shocks that originates from the demand side in the economy while Le & Chang 

(2013) directs their interest to the non-oil component in the trade balances. However, Le & 

Chang (2013) stands out from the existing literature, they step away analysing the US economy 

and instead looks at three countries in the Asian region. This deviation from existing literature 

goes hand in hand with the purpose of this thesis, using the same method as the literature above, 

but instead looks at two individual countries located in the Nordic region.  

 

A mix of the methodology used by Le & Chang (2013) and Jiménez & Sánchez (2005) will 

provide us with a good foundation to analyse our data.  

Le and Chang (2013) uses a VAR-model comparing Japan (importer of oil), Malaysia(exporter) 

and Singapore(refiner) and their response in their respective trade balances when exposed to an 

oil shock. The authors look at monthly data between 1999-2011 and uses an Impulse response 

function together with a Granger causality test to look at three separate trade balance measures. 

They find that for Japan, the world 3rd largest consumer of oil, that the causality exists from oil 

to its non-oil trade balance, but not on overall trade balance. Their results from their IRF test 

shows that Japans trade balance responds positively to an oil price increase in the short term 

but negatively over time. They attribute these results to the demand side of the economy and 

that the countries industry as the main actor for demand of oil. For Malaysia, as an oil export 

country, they find that an oil price increase has a significantly positive effect on the trade 

balances over the first 3 quarters and the outweighs the indirect negative effects that could arise 

from increased oil prices8.  

Jimenez & Sánchez (2005) uses the same methodology when analysing the relationship 

between oil and real GDP growth. However, by using a Forecast error variance decomposition 

                                                           
8 See Karl, T. L. (1999). The perils of the Petro-state: reflections on the paradox of plenty. Journal of 

International Affairs, 31-48. 
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test, they are able to measure the relative importance of each variable contribution of the 

variance in the VAR-model. For this thesis, the same test will be used to compare if the impact 

of oil has changed over time.  

Furthermore, Jimenez & Sánchez (2005) concludes that the impact of oil on the macroeconomic 

activity can be traced to both the demand and supply side of the economy. An increase in oil 

prices are reflected in the supply side of the economy through the production function of the 

firm, where higher cost leads to a lowered demand for goods from the consumer side. Lower 

consumption in turn give firm´s the incentive to lower their future investment and thus a 

potential downturn for the economy takes place (Romer 2006). 

This “cost” theory is one of the theories this thesis is based upon and is presented in a paper by 

Bernanke (1983) where he shows that oil prices increases the uncertainty for firm. Bernanke 

(1983) argues when firms are faced with increased doubt about future oil prices, it is optimal to 

postpone future irreversible investment since the option value increase when firm chooses 

between energy-efficient or inefficient capital. 
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3. EMPIRICAL APPROACH 

 

This section presents the methodical approach to perform the analysis investigating the 

research questions. The chapter starts by describing the dataset and later discusses the 

modelling process performed in the study. In the end of the section, possible drawbacks are 

discussed.  

 

3.1 Empirical approach 

 

The purpose of this paper is to analyse how the trade balance and non-oil trade balance reacts 

ones the economy is hit by an oil shock. The economies which this paper choose to focus on is 

two geographically close countries, namely Sweden and Norway. The variables which acts as 

control variables in the model are real GDP, bilateral exchange rate against the US dollar and 

the real price of Brent oil. Furthermore, a time-series dataset will be used to study the effect 

from oil shocks on the chosen variable and, since we have more than two variables the time 

series, we will be using a multivariate model.  

 

3.2 Data 

 

The variables included in the model for each country are Trade balance. Non-oil trade balance, 

GDP, the bilateral exchange rate and the price of Brent oil. All variables are measured in real 

US dollars and deflated with the US Producer price index (PPI) with 2010 as reference. year. 

The sample spans over the time period between Q1 1995-Q4 2018 for both Sweden and 

Norway. An overview of the data is presented in table 1 below. 
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Variable Abbreviation 

(Norway/Sweden) 

Explanation 

Trade balance TB_NORW/ TB_SWE 

 

Merchandise trade balance in 2010 

constants US$ 

GDP GDP_NORW/ GDP_SWE 

 

GDP in 2010 constant US$ 

Non-oil trade balance NOIL_NORW/ NOIL_SWE 

 

Oil trade balance subtracted from 

the merchandise trade balance in 

2010 constant terms US$  

Bilateral exchange rate 

 

 

ECX_NORW/ EXC_SWE 

 

Each country exchange rate 

towards the US dollar constant 

2010 terms 

Brent Oil BRENT_OIL 

 

Brent crude oil US$/barrel in 2010 

constant terms. 

Table 1 Sources: OECD database, statistic Norway, Statistic Sweden, US Energy information administration 

 

The Brent crude oil price stated in US$/barrel are set as the representative of the oil price for 

both Norway and Sweden. The Brent crude is the benchmark price for the oil extracted in the 

North Sea which serves well for our study and this reasoning is in line with earlier literature 

regarding the choice of  proxy variable for the oil price (Le & Chang 2013, Peersman and Van 

Robays 2009). 

Data on the price of Brent oil together with the US Production Price Index, Bilateral and Normal 

exchange rate are gathered from the Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis. The data on each 

country’s GDP and Trade Balance have been collected from the OECD database and the data 

for the Non-oil trade balance have been collected from each country respective statistical 

database. 

 

3.2.1 Observations 

 

The variables and their descriptive statistics are presented in table 2 below at levels. Looking 

at the real price of oil, we can see that the price has fluctuated a lot between 1995 and 2018. 

With a mean of 56.08 US$/barrel, the price peaked during the financial crisis in 2008 with a 

price of 121.4 US$/barrel (See graph 6, Appendix) 

Looking at the trade balance, both countries seem to on average have run a trade surplus since 

1995. However, Norway have a remarkable lower minimum value of -20.22 million US$ 

compared to Sweden with a value of -1408,2 million US$. A possible explanation can be 

contributed to the Norwegian Pension Fund which allow the Norwegian Policy makers to avoid 

deficit in the government budget. (Moses & Letnes 2017) 
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A further observation is that when the oil component is removed from each countries trade 

balance, Norway as a net exporter has a lower mean level while Sweden, a net importer, has a 

higher mean compared. This is expected according to the theory described earlier. Also, there 

is no missing data in the dataset, and we have in total 96 observations for each variable.  

 

Variable 

 

 Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

       
Brent oil 

price(US$/barrel) 

 96 56.0742 28.55299 15.2429 121.3967 

 

 

Norway 
      

Trade Balance (US$ mn)  96 9782.129 5394.717 -20.21506 25062.29 

Non-oil Trade balance 

US$ mn) 

 96 6635.725 4265.095 -1194.149 18055.52 

GDP(US$mn)  96 84874.76 24385.06 51158.88 129674.3 

Exchange rate (NOK/USD)  96 7.440024 1.501924 4.990503 10.46535 

 

Sweden 

      

Trade Balance (US$ mn)  96 3495.276 2383.728 -1408.199 7219.079 

Non-oil Trade balance 

US$ mn) 

 96 3905.584 2338.65 -844.7827 7518.096 

GDP(US$mn)  96 110149.5 17768.29 74565.29 141768.8 

Exchange rate(SEK/USD)   96 7.396366 1.405385 5.150339 10.56924 

Table 2, Data Description, At level data between Q1 1995-Q4 2018 

 

3.3 Statistical approach 

 

The objective of this study is to analyse how trade balance and Non-oil trade balance following 

an oil price shock in the short term. To do this, a Vector Autoregression model will be used 

together with a Granger causality test and an Impulse response function. Also, the study will 

try to investigate if the effect of oil shocks has changed over time or if it´s still persistent for 

the economies chosen for the study.  

 

3.3.1 Vector Autoregressive model (VAR) 

 

Since our analysis contains several time-series, this paper will use a Vector autoregressive 

model to forecast our chosen variable. In comparison to the univariate AR model, the VAR 

approach lets us list several vectors contained in our time-series to see how each variable affects 

the other variables in the model. (Stock & Watson 2015)  
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Furthermore, equations which each possess the same number of lags(p) the VAR system is 

described as a VAR(p). 

With the assumption that our VAR model contains two variables 𝑌𝑡 and 𝑋𝑡, the equations will 

be: (Stock & Watson 2015). 

 

 

(3.1)  𝑌𝑡 = 𝜔10 + 𝜔11𝑌𝑡−1 + ⋯ + 𝜔1𝑝𝑌𝑡−𝑝 + 𝛾11𝑋𝑡−1 + ⋯ . 𝛾1𝑝𝑋𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜀1𝑡 

(3.2)  𝑋𝑡 = 𝜔20 + 𝜔21𝑌𝑡−1 + ⋯ + 𝜔2𝑝𝑌𝑡−𝑝 + 𝛾21𝑋𝑡−1 + ⋯ 𝛾2𝑝𝑋𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜀2𝑡 

 

Here ε acts as a white noise variable independent from past values of X and Y while 𝜔 

 and 𝛾 describes the unknown coefficients of the two equations. The coefficients are estimated 

based on the OLS assumption from each equation in the VAR time-series. Furthermore, 

assuming p=1, the equations in 3.1 and 3.2 can be structured as followed:  

 

(3.3)  (
𝑌𝑡

𝑋𝑡
) = (

𝜔10

𝜔20
) + (

𝜔11 𝛾11

𝜔21 𝛾21
) (

𝑌𝑡−1

𝑋𝑡−1
) + (

𝜀1𝑡

𝜀2𝑡
)  

 

To forecast the variable of interest, the VAR-method assume that the estimated coefficients, 

here γ and 𝜔, are said to be jointly normal based on the historical data. With a coefficient 𝜔11≠0, 

the past values of Y thus explain X. With a large enough sample, we can also compute an F-

statistic under the VAR time-series assumption described earlier. It should be mentioned 

however, that the interpretation of the coefficients isn’t as straightforward and are hard to 

interpret. To get a better understanding of the results, we will therefore perform a Granger 

causality test together with an Impulse Response Function (IRF) test to visualise the 

relationship of the variables of interest.  
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3.3.2 Lag order selection model 

 

When a VAR-model is used to run a time-series regression, it´s of great importance to use the 

correct number of lags. The Lag order selection model is a common approach to select the most 

optimal number of lags when performing a VAR-model (Stock & Watson 2015).  

In our study, the optimal number of lags is derived from the Akaike Information Criterion 

(AIC).  

With the assumption of p number of coefficients in the model to decide the optimal number of 

lags we can write the AIC as (Stock and Watson 2015):  

 

𝐴𝐼𝐶(𝑝) = 𝑙𝑛 [
𝑆𝑆𝑅(𝑝)

𝑇
] + (𝑝 + 1)

2

𝑇
   

 

However, there are a few factors to consider when choosing the “correct” number of lags. Stock 

& Watson (2015) argues that if too few lags are selected for the model, there is too little 

information about the statistic outcome of the model. On the other hand, a model with many 

lags included possibly possess overestimated coefficients. The cost and benefits of these two 

possible errors must be evaluated when choosing the lags length for the model. Furthermore, 

the optimal lag length of the model is dependent on if the data is annual, quarterly or monthly 

which will be considered when choosing the appropriate lag length.  

 

3.3.3 Augmented Dickey-Fuller test 

 

One of the key assumptions when time-series data are used in a regression model is that the 

variables are stationary. Using historical data when forecasting the future requires that there are 

no significant differences between the past and future relationship (Stock & Watson 2015). 

 

Stationary implies that the probability distribution in time series 𝑌𝑡 do not change over time. 

Hence, a time-series in which the probability distribution change over time is said to be non-

stationary (Stock & Watson 2015). If we have a two-variable time series as described earlier 

with 𝑌𝑡 and 𝑋𝑡, they are joint stationary if  (𝑋𝑠+1,  𝑌𝑠+1,  𝑋𝑠+2,  𝑌𝑠+2, … ,  𝑋𝑠+𝑇𝑌𝑠+𝑇)  independently 

of 𝑇 ,aren’t dependent on 𝑠. Non-stationarity in our VAR-model would create serious problems 

since the model wouldn’t be able to give good predictions given our historical data. 
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According to (Stock & Watson 2015), a time series with 𝑘 predictors have the following 

assumptions:  

 

1. 𝐸(𝑢𝑡|𝑌𝑡−1, 𝑌𝑡−2, … , 𝑋1𝑡−1, 𝑋1𝑡−2, … , 𝑋𝑘𝑡−1, 𝑋𝑘𝑡−2, … ) = 0 

2. (a) The random variables (𝑌𝑡, 𝑋1𝑡, … , 𝑋𝑘𝑡) have stationary distribution, and 

(b) (𝑌𝑡, 𝑋1𝑡, … , 𝑋𝑘𝑡) and (𝑌𝑡−𝑗, 𝑋1𝑡−𝑗 , … , 𝑋𝑘𝑡−𝑗) becomes independent as j approaches 

infinity. 

3. Large outliers are unlikely: 𝑋1𝑡, … ,  𝑋𝑘𝑡 and 𝑌𝑡 have non-zero, finite fourth moments, 

and 

4. There is no perfect multicollinearity. 

 

To check for non-stationarity a Dickey-Fuller test is used. The null hypothesis tests if  𝑌𝑡 has a 

stochastic trend and thus is non-stationary versus the alternative hypothesis that 𝑌𝑡 is stationary. 

 

 

(3.4)               ∆𝑌𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛽𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝛼1∆𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝛼2∆𝑌𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑝∆𝑌𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑢𝑡 

 

(3.5)              ∆𝑌𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝜔𝑡 + 𝛽𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝛼1∆𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝛼2∆𝑌𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑝∆𝑌𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑢𝑡   

 

The Dickey-Fuller statistic uses the OLS t-statistic that under the null hypothesis that 𝛽 = 0 in 

equation (3.4). If the equation is stationary around the deterministic trend 𝑡, then the trend must 

be included in the regression as in (3.5). Here 𝜔 becomes an unknown coefficient and the 

parameter 𝛽=0 is the OLS t-statistic in the Dickey-Fuller test (Stock & Watson 2015).  

 

The critical values used in the Dickey-Fuller to reject the null hypothesis are unique since under 

large samples, the normal distribution assumption is violated. The critical values will depend 

on whether equation 3.4 or 3.5 is used ones the test is performed on the time series.  
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3.3.4 Granger causality test 

 

To test if our variables in the model possess any predictive power on one another, a Granger 

causality test will be performed. The Granger causality test shows the direction of the causality 

in our VAR-model, that if variable Y causes X or not, and vice versa. Also, the test considers 

whether the joint coefficients of X in the model have a significant predictive power on Y or not. 

The test is based on F-statistic test and the null hypothesis test if the joint coefficient is zero 

versus the alternative hypothesis, that the coefficients are different from zero (Brooks 2014). 

However, the name of the test is somewhat misleading since the test shows how good X predicts 

Y ceteris paribus and, in turn, doesn’t account for the causality itself. For example, Stock & 

Watson (2015) suggest that “Granger predictability” is a more suitable name. Therefore, if X 

granger cause Y, we can say that our historical values of X contains information that is good to 

predict future values of Y (Stock & Watson 2015). 

 

3.3.5 Impulse response function 

 

To extend the analysis from the Granger causality test where we concluded which of the 

variables had significant impact predicting the future, the test doesn’t allow us to see in which 

direction the relationship goes between the selected variables. 

To overcome this drawback, an Impulse Response Function (IRF) will be performed. The IRF 

test allows us to simulate how a variable behave ones influenced by a one standard deviation 

change in another variable (Brooks 2014).  For the chosen response variable, a unit shock on 

the error term in our VAR-model lets us trace out the fluctuation over time. Given that we have 

a stable VAR system, the affect from the unit shock on the response variable will eventually 

die out over time (Brooks 2014). 

Performing an Impulse Response Function is based on if the result Granger causality test shows 

significance or not. With a significant Granger causality test, The IRF test will act as a good 

compliment and provide us with good visual interpretation on how the effects appear following 

the unit shock on the model. In the presence of insignificant result from the Granger causality 

test, the results from the IRF test would be of no value and no useful interpretation can be 

drawn. 
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3.3.6 Forecast error variance decomposition. 

 

To analyse if the impact from oil shocks on trade balance and non-oil trade balance have 

changed over time, we make use of the so-called Forecast error variance decomposition 

(FEVD). Based on the Impulse response function, the FEVD tells us how each variable forecast 

error variance is explained by their own shock together with the shock of the other selected 

variables in the model (Brooks 2014). A shock to one variable will have an impact on the other 

variables in the VAR-model. Therefore, the FEVD helps us explain each shock and its relative 

importance in the model over the selected horizon. (Brooks 2014) 

 

3.3.7 Subsample estimation 

 

To test our second hypothesis that the role of oil has changed over time for Norway and Sweden, 

we divide our original time period between 1995-2018 into two subsamples. The methodology 

mentioned above will be used again to see if the impact of the oil price has decreased over time 

by comparing the two periods. Earlier studies suggest that oil have become a less significant 

factor for the macroeconomy and to see this we will make us of the FEVD test described above. 

 

3.3.8 Possible drawbacks 

 

Since this thesis considers several econometric tests to make the modelling robust, the test isn’t 

performed without knowing the underlying risk that appear when performing them.  

Firstly, when performing a Vector autoregressive model, there is always an uncertainty what 

the most appropriate lag length should be. Using too few lags will heavily reduce the 

information criteria of the model while using to many lags will make the coefficients to become 

overestimated. To overcome this problem, we will make use of earlier research and the lag 

selection criteria. 

Furthermore, regarding the Dickey-fuller test, criticism arises concerning the power of the test. 

By using the KPSS test suggested by Kwiatkowski et al (1992), we will make sure that our 

VAR-model are robust and that the variables are indeed stationary.  
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4. RESULTS 

This section presents the statistical test performed for this study and their respective output. The 

result will be briefly discussed and interpreted.   

 

4.1 Stationarity test 

 

In order to perform our analysis with our selected VAR-model, the variables in our model needs 

to be stationary. In the presence of non-stationarity, we need to make the variables stationary 

by differentiate each variable. (Brooks 2014).   

To check for possible non-stationarity in our model, an ADF-test will been used and in order to 

make the test more robust, an KPSS will also be performed. (Kwiatkowski, Denis, et al 2015) 

(Brooks 2014). The results from both the ADF test and KPSS test indicate that the variables are 

non-stationary at level. After differentiation of the variables, the ADF and KPSS test indicate 

that they are stationary on the 1% significant level. The tables and the results for the tests are 

summarized in appendix 1. 

 

4.2 Vector autoregressive model 

 

As discussed in the method section, our choice of model considered in this study will be a 

simple Vector Autoregressive model VAR(p) and by using this model, we will be able to 

capture the dynamic affects among the endogenous variables (Brooks 2014). With the real price 

of oil as the common variable for both our countries, the model also includes four individual 

country-based variables. With the bilateral exchange rate and real GDP functioning as control 

variables, the model also includes the two trade balances motivated by to the purpose for the 

study.  The choice of model is in line with earlier literature and the model can be expressed as 

follow  

 

(4.1)  𝑌𝑡 = 𝜔 + ∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑌𝑡−1
𝑝
𝑖=1 + 𝜀𝑡  

 

Here, 𝜀𝑡 is the vector of error term and are assumed to be independent with a mean zero (white 

noise)  𝜔 is the vector of the intercepts, 𝑊 𝑖 the matrix of the estimated autoregressive 

coefficients and 𝑌𝑡 is the vector of all the variables included in the model.  
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The only restriction to consider when running a simple VAR-model is the lag length. The choice 

of the lag length in the model is based on the AIC value from our lag order selection model. 

For both Sweden and Norway, the lag length is set to two, which in our time series correspond 

to a lag length of two quarters (Appendix 1). The results are in line with the existing literature 

and theory9. The VAR (2)-model for each country testing the impact from oil shocks on the 

trade balance and non-oil trade balance are presented in table 3.  

  

Sweden Trade Balance 

BRENT OIL  TEST STAT P-VALUE 

 
 Coefficients   

L1. -.0136521 -1.49 0.135 

L2. -.0075752 -0.82 0.410 

    

CONS -.084696 -1.15 0.250 

R-SQUARED 0.2621   

AIC 6.49069   

 

Sweden Non-oil trade balance 

BRENT OIL  TEST STAT P-VALUE 

 Coefficients   

L1. -.0077535 -0.87 0.386 

L2. -.0049685 -0.56 0.579 

    

CONS -.0802638 -1.11 0.268 

R-SQUARED  0.2996   

AIC 6.433334   

   

Norway Trade Balance 

BRENT OIL  TEST STAT P-VALUE 

 Coefficients   

L1. .0874199 2.32 0.021** 

L2. .0141236 0.38 0.706 

    

CONS -.125542 -0.64 0.523 

R-SQUARED 0.2842   

AIC 7.078646   

 

Norway Non-oil Trade Balance  

BRENT OIL  TEST STAT P-VALUE 

 Coefficients   

L1. .0765696 2.52 0.012** 

L2. .0285045 0.95 0.342 

    

CONS -.0866816 -0.53 0.593 

R-SQUARED 0.2807   

AIC 6.971844   

Table 3, Vector autoregressive model, stars indicate the coefficients significant level at: (***) =1%, (**)=5% and (*)=10%.  

                                                           
9 See for example by Le & Chang (2013), Jimenez & Rodriguez (2005) 
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From the table 3 above, we can observe that the lagged coefficients of Brent Oil in our VAR 

(2) model show some different result for Norway and Sweden. In the case of Sweden, the lagged 

coefficients of Brent oil are negative for both the Trade Balance and Non-oil Trade Balance. 

However, they do not show any significance while the negative sign of the coefficient is in line 

with the discussion described in the literature review   

For Norway, the result show significance for both the model on the lagged 1 variable while the 

second coefficient show no sign to be significant. In line with theory for that correspond to an 

oil producing country, all the coefficient for Norway have a positive sign.  

Furthermore, a stability test on our VAR-model is performed. This since the interpretations of 

the model requires a strict stability condition that allows our IRF test and FEVD test to be 

interpreted in a sound way (Lutkepohl 2005). The result from the stability test are summarized 

in appendix 1 and the result are significant for both Sweden and Norway 

 

4.3 Granger causality test 

 

From table 4 below, we can observe the result from the Granger causality test to identify in 

which direction the causality is running in the model between the Brent oil price against the 

trade balance and Non-oil trade balance, ceteris paribus. With the null hypothesis that there is 

no causality, the p-values of 0,197 and 0,547 indicates that for Sweden, there is no causality 

running from the Brent oil price to the Trade balance and Non-oil trade balance. For Norway, 

the result is significant on the 5 and 10 percent level, indicating that there is a causality running 

between the Brent oil price on the Trade balance and Non-oil trade balance. Therefore, the 

lagged coefficient of the Brent oil price jointly is useful in order to predict future variation in 

the trade balance and non-oil trade balance. The result for the whole model is shown in the 

appendix.  

 

GRANGER CAUSALITY TEST SWEDEN  NORWAY 

BRENT OIL → TRADE 

BALANCE 

0.197 0.064* 

   

BRENT OIL → NON-OIL TRADE 

BALANCE 

0.547 0.04** 

Table 4, Granger causality test, stars indicate the coefficients significant level at: (***)=1%, (**)=5% and (*)=10%.  
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4.4 Impulse response function 

 

From our VAR (2) model of each country we have significant evidence that there is a Granger 

causality between oil and both trade balance and Non-oil trade balance while the opposite is 

true for Sweden. 

To draw a conclusion of a potential positive or negative sign of the causality, we expose the 

Brent oil price to a one standard deviation increase to simulate a real oil price shock. 

Graph 1 and 2 gives the result for both Sweden and Norway and their respective results from 

the test. 

 

Sweden Trade Balance                   Sweden Non-Oil 

 

Graph 1 Impulse response function for Sweden 

 

Norway Trade balance                                      Norway Non-oil trade balance 

 

Graph 2 Impulse response function for Norway 
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The IRF results gives quite different results for both Sweden and Norway which is not 

unexpected. For Sweden, both Trade Balance and Non-oil trade balance seem to react 

negatively to an oil price shock by observing the blue line on their respective graph.  

However, the results are not significant, and we can´t conclude that the effects indeed are 

negative. For Norway, the reaction to an oil price shock seem to have positive and significant 

effect for the two variables. The effect seems to last one over one period and then starts to 

decrease in period two and three. The possible underlying forces that can help us explain these 

effects will be discussed in section 5. The overall result for the model is presented in the 

appendix.  

 

4.5 Forecast error variance decomposition. 

 

To complement the impulse response function, we make use of the FEVD test in order to 

analyse each variable contribution and relative importance of each shock. The forecast horizon 

spans over 10 periods which corresponds to 2.5 years into the future. Table 5 and 6 presents the 

trade balance and Non-oil trade balance respectively. Every 2nd period is presented. 

 

TRADE 
BALANCE 

     

SWEDEN  Periods Oil price Trade balance GDP Exchange rate 

 2 .016716 .974919 .007389 .000976 
 4 .018726 .946018 .021767 .013489 
 6 .018943 .944125 .023407 .013525 
 8 .018981 .943915 .023391 .013713 
 10 .018986 .943825 .023449 .01374 
      
NORWAY Periods Oil price Trade Balance GDP Exchange rate 

 2 .039476 .88834 .059619 .012565 
 4 .050831 .823099 .112018 .014052 
 6 .050903 .822559 .112442 .014095 
 8 .050985 .822367 .11255 .014098 
 10 .051021 .822274 .112609 .014096 

Table 5, Forecast error variance for each countries overall(merchandise) trade balance. 
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NON OIL TRADE 
BALANCE 

     

SWEDEN Period Oil price Non-oil trade 
balance  

GDP  Exchange rate 

 2 .005821 .981637 .011493 .001048 

 4 .006367 .955627 .024781 .013226 

 6 .006849 .953813 .025989 .013349 

 8 .006912 .953567 .025996 .013526 

 10 .006912 .953505 .026036 .013546 

      

NORWAY Period Oil price  Non-oil trade 
balance  

GDP Exchange rate 

 2 .047757 .88883 .051589 .011824 

 4 .05955 .807684 .119452 .013314 

 6 .059465 .806647 .120607 .013282 

 8 .05948 .806683 .120544 .013293 

 10 .059526 .806562 .120622 .01329 

Table 6, Forecast error variance for each countries non-oil trade balance 

 

 

The largest contribution of the fluctuations can be attributed to its own shock. Also, the tables 

reveal, that for the variance decomposition for the oil price, remains relatively low for both 

Sweden and Norway. Furthermore, the Trade balance and Non-oil trade balance, comparing the 

two countries, the oil price seem to explain a larger proportion of the fluctuations for Norway  

(around 5% for both variables) while for Sweden, less than 2% and 0,5% for the trade balance 

and non-oil trade balance is contributed from the oil price. For both countries, real GDP has a 

larger relative importance compared to the oil price for both the trade balance and non-oil trade 

balance.  

 

In line with the theory, the importance of the Brent oil price is greater of Norway’s non-oil trade 

balance compared to the normal trade balance. This is not the case of Sweden where the Brent 

oil price seem to attribute more to the fluctuations to the trade balance than the non-oil trade 

balance. Real GDP and exchange rate also explain very little of the fluctuation for Sweden and 

most of the fluctuation is attributed to the shock of variable itself. 
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4.5.1 Subsample estimation 

 

From our results, we can conclude that the relative impact of the oil price on the trade balances 

has decreased over time, we will divide the whole time period into two subsamples. The 

subsamples span over the time period between Q1 1995- Q4 2006 and Q1 2007-Q4 2018.  

Literature suggest that over the last decades, oil is becoming less significant explaining the 

fluctuations taking place in the macroeconomy. (Blanchard, O. & Galí, J. 2008) 

Therefore, we will look at the FEVD test on each subperiod which are presented in the tables 7 

and 8 below. 

 

TRADE BALANCE     

SWEDEN     

PERIOD Brent oil price Trade balance GDP Exchange rate 

95-06 .185358 .79424 .015425 .004976 

07-18 .107051 .732652 .159291 .001007 

     

NORWAY     

95-06 .009313 .981479 .006796 .002411 

07-18 .115352 .644833 .202367 .037448 

Table 7, FEVD test for each country overall(merchandize) trade balance of each subperiod 

 

NON-OIL TRADE 

BALANCE 
    

SWEDEN     

PERIOD Brent oil price Non.oil trade 

balance 

GDP Exchange rate 

95-06 .160858 .824403 .012903 .001836 

07-18 .038111 .726547 .234298 .001045 

     

NORWAY     

95-06 .02144 .976405 .000583 .001573 

07-18 .064636 .818031 .110041 .007292 

Table 8, FEVD test for each country non-oil trade balance of each subperiod 

 

 

Starting with result of trade balance presented in table 7, by comparing the two periods, we can 

see that most of the Forecast error decomposition traces back to its own shock. For Sweden, the 

shock generated from the oil price have a relative lower impact between the period 2007-2018 

compared to the period between 1995-2006. The result presented for Norway gives another 

result. For Norway, the relative low impact from oil shocks in the earlier period seem to increase 

from 0.009% to 11.53%. This result is somewhat unexpected since the relative importance of 
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oil for Norway contradicts the Hypothesis of decreasing impact from oil prices to the trade 

balances.  

Looking at Non-oil trade balance (table 8), the result gives a similar conclusion as the one for 

trade balance for Sweden, where the impact from oil prices is decreasing in the second period 

while for Norway, the relative impact is increasing. It should be noted however, that for 

Norway, the relative change between the two subperiods aren’t as large for Non-oil trade 

balance as for Trade balance. 
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5.DISCUSSION 

This chapter provides the reader with a discussion of the result together with an analyse of 

possible strength and drawback. Also, a connection with the theoretical framework is 

presented to provide the reader with a deeper understanding of the results and connect to the 

research question of the paper, 

 

From the results presented in earlier part, we can conclude that our VAR (2) model gives some 

dissimilar result comparing for both the countries. Observing the result for Norway, we find 

that positive coefficients for both the Trade Balance and Non-oil trade balance and are both 

significant. Also, the granger causality test gives us a significant result on the 10th and 5th 

percentage level that there is an association between oil and the trade balances for Norway and 

are in line with the findings by Le & Chang (2013). The above results that oil do have a short-

run impact on the Norwegian economy are in line with earlier findings of Bjørnland (2009) and 

Jiménez-Rodrıguez & Sanchez (2005). For Sweden however, from the negative coefficient 

generated from our VAR (2) model, we can’t draw any useful conclusion since the results are 

insignificant. This analyse is also strengthened by the granger-causality test, which gives us 

insignificant result that there is no causality running from an oil shock to the trade balances. 

Furthermore, for Sweden’s non-oil trade balance, the negative signs are the mirror image of 

what is expect from incomplete markets theory (Bodenstein et al 2011). 

 

From the visual result from the Impulse Response Function, we can see some interesting result 

for both the countries. For Sweden, the trade balances seem to experience a downturn during 

the first quarter when exposed to a positive oil shock. The impact also seems to be larger for 

the Trade balance whilst the magnitude from the shock are less for the Non-oil trade balance. 

Even though Sweden is a net importer of oil, the country still refines and export almost twice 

the amount of the domestic consumption. Rising oil prices therefore can generate both negative 

and positive effects on the economy where the positive impact are rising revenues from refined 

products for export whilst the negative ones are the higher cost of import of oil. 

The insignificant result could possibly be explained through lens that these two effects 

described above cancel each other out. Hence, even though Sweden have managed to reduce 

their import bill of oil from a level of 20% to 11% since the 1980 (SCB 2019), rising oil prices 

still seem to hurt the Sweden´s Trade balances. Rising oil prices also causes the GDP to 

significantly drop over the 3rd quarter following an oil shock. Jimenez & Rodriguez (2005) 
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shows similar results linked to Germany and the euro area where the impact from oil shocks on 

GDP growth seem to have negative yet small effect on the economy. This relatively small effect 

for Sweden may be attributed to that the monetary policies developed since the crisis in the 90`s 

by the Swedish central bank together with the decreased dependency of oil in the economy 

since the 1980´s. 

 

The IRF results for Norway are also in line with the findings with the exporting country in the 

paper by Le & Chang (2013). Here, the IRF shows that a positive oil shock significantly has a 

positive response the both the Trade and Non-oil balance in the first three months in the 

aftermath of the shocks. Rising oil prices thereby may outweigh the negative indirect affects 

that exporting countries struggle with when facing a positive oil shock ((Karl TK 1999). Hence, 

the theory suggesting that the initial wealth transfer from importing to exporting countries may 

be a suitable explanation why Norway experience a direct positive effect after an oil shock. 

This argument is strengthened from the work by (Bjørnland 2009: Letnes & Moses 2017: 

Jiménez-Rodrıguez & Sanchez 2005). With the central bank targeting inflation together with 

the Norwegian Pension Fund seem to explain why Norway avoids the “Dutch decease” and net-

benefits from the revenue effects caused by rising oil price. (Letnes & Moses 2017).  

 

Focusing on our third hypothesis investigating if the impact of oil is decreasing over time, our 

subsample estimation gives us some peculiar and different results. Sweden’s result indicates 

that the relative importance of oil for both the trade balance and non-oil trade balance have 

decreased over time. This result goes hand in hand with the policy conducted in Sweden over 

the last decades where the Swedish government have taken actions towards becoming a fossil 

fuel free nation (Swedish government 2014). The fact that oil share of the import now is down 

to 11% in 2018 compared to 20% in 1980 can contribute to our findings from the FEVD test. 

For Norway´s part, the impact of oil shocks on the trade balances a larger today compared to 

the earlier subperiod. Oil shocks seem to explain around 5% of the fluctuations in the trade and 

non-oil trade balance for Norway (Table 5), which are identical to the percentage level 

Bjørnland (2000) found for output in the aftermath of a positive oil shock. The fact that the 

relative importance of oil has increased for the trade balances can be explained through the lens 

of the demand side. Since the peak in the Brent oil price in 2007-2008, a decline in the real oil 

price of crude oil have boosted the demand from oil importing countries. The export of oil 

during this time roughly accounts for 40-53% of Norway’s total export from 2007 and between 

the majority in 1995-2006, the share where between 30-40%. (see graph 3&4 in Appendix 2). 
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Furthermore, observing graph 6 in appendix 2, the net cash flow to the Norwegian government, 

accounting for 21% of states revenues, have over the last ten years been the highest since the 

70´s, this helps explain why the relative impact of the oil shocks seem to be larger in the late 

subperiod compared to the period between 1995-2006.  

Our result thereby suggests that, for Norway, we fail to reject the hypothesis that importance of 

oil is on a declining path while for Sweden we find evidence of a declining role of oil in the 

economy. 

However, the results should be interpreted with caution since all result aren’t statistically 

significant. Also, the simple model used in this paper to interpret our results is yet only a 

simplified attempt to describe a complex world. The possible transmission channels in which 

oil shocks may affect the trade balance are many and the literature still doesn’t present any 

dominant theory. Therefore, our interpretation of the result relies heavily on economic 

reasoning and assumptions describe in the textbooks. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

This section will summarize the findings of this study and the components described 

throughout the paper. The idea is to give some concluding remarks and a last thought on the 

findings of the study. 

 

The purpose of this paper where to investigate whether oil price shocks have an impact on the 

trade balance and non-oil trade balance within the Swedish and Norwegian economy. The paper 

also analyses whether the impact of oil shocks weakens over time to see whether the policy 

implementation taken by the countries respective government have been effective since the mid 

90´s. 

By observing the result of this study, it can be seen that Norway, a small open economy, have 

successfully been able to “reap the fruits” from rising oil prices where it’s clear that the trade 

balance experiences a clear positive surplus. Our significant findings from our tests suggest that 

the institutional development in Norway have successfully been able to make oil a key tool for 

the economic growth for the country, which is especially through for the first decade of the 21th 

century.10  The reasoning is further strengthened from our subsample estimation, where oil 

shocks explains relative more of the fluctuations of the Norwegian trade balances in the later 

subperiod(2007-2018) compared to the earlier period. Therefore, fluctuations in the Brent oil 

price remains as an important indicator for Norway economic growth. 

The opposite holds true for Sweden, even though the IRF result indicates that the trade balance 

is negatively affected by rising oil prices, which is expected for an oil importing country, our 

result is insignificant and any major conclusion about the relationship cannot be made for 

Sweden. The subsample estimation however shed some light on Sweden being less hampered 

by unexpected oil price increases. Comparing the two subperiods and the relatively large 

decrease experienced by Sweden can possibly be linked to the governmental policy taken over 

the last year to become a fossil-free nation. Sweden relative low oil dependency11also 

strengthens the results from earlier literature that countries with a high oil dependency together 

with low elasticity of substitution of goods often experience net trade deficits. It is clear though 

from the existing literature, that the possible channels mechanism through which oil price 

increases may impact the trade balances are many and this study aren’t able to analyse them all.  

                                                           
10 The oil share accounted for around 60% of the total export value in 2008 accounting for 50% in 2019. 
(statistic Norway, table 08800) 
11 SInce 1995, The oil share of the energy sector has decrease by and amount of 44%. 
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However, our study provides to the existing literature a deeper understanding how oil shocks 

affect the trade balances in smaller open economic and that this relationship work very different 

by comparing an oil export and importing country. The conclusion of this paper is that oil still 

plays a key role for the Norwegian economy, while Sweden, the role of oil seems to experience 

a declining trend and thereby outsourcing the oil component from its trade balances. Overall, 

the relative importance of oil is likely to be a prominent energy source for the Scandinavian 

region for many years to come, even in times when the environmental and future consequences 

of using this source of energy are very known.  
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8. APPENDIX 

Appendix 1 

Stationary test 

Dickey-Fuller test (at level) 

Variables 

 

Test statistic P-value 

Brent Oil -2.378   

 

0.3912 

Sweden   

Trade Balance -2.714 0.2303 

Non-oil 

Trade balance 

-2.520 0.3182 

GDP -2.122 0.2359 

Exchange rate -2.504   0.1145 

 

Norway 

 

 

 

Trade Balance -2.008 0.2830 

Non-oil 

Trade balance 

-1.922 0.3216 

GDP -1.675 0.7615 

Exchange rate -2.019 0.2785 
Stars indicate the coefficients significant level at: (***)=1%, (**)=5% and (*)=10%. 

 

Dickey-fuller test (at difference) 

Variables 

 

Test statistic P-value 

Brent Oil 

 

-7.787*** 0.0000 

Sweden   

Trade Balance -10.533*** 0.0000 

Non-oil 

Trade balance 

-9.971*** 0.0000 

GDP -6.437*** 0.0000 

Exchange rate -6.322 *** 0.0000 

 

Norway 

 

 

 

Trade Balance -6.501*** 0.0000 

Non-oil 

Trade balance 

-6.958*** 0.0000 

GDP -6.741*** 0.0000 

Exchange rate -6.852*** 0.0000 
Stars indicate the coefficients significant level at: (***)=1%, (**)=5% and (*)=10%. 
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KPSS 

Variables 

 

Test statistic 

(At level) 

Test statistic 

(At difference) 

Brent Oil 

 

.44*** .0492 

Sweden   

Trade Balance .577*** .0346 

Non-oil 

Trade balance 

.595*** .0364 

GDP .314*** .0434 

Exchange rate .247*** .0518 

 

Norway 

  

Trade Balance .599*** .0439 

Non-oil 

Trade balance 

.585*** .0468 

GDP .53*** .0789 

Exchange rate .466*** .0714 
Stars indicate the coefficients significant level at: (***)=1%, (**)=5% and (*)=10%. 

 

 

Lag order selection  

Sweden TB 

lag FPE AIC SBIC 

 
 

0 .006718 6.34853 6.4651*  
1 .006307 6.28481 6.86767  
2 .005295* 6.10711* 7.15625  
3 .006126 6.24587 7.76129  
4 .006324 6.26463 8.24633  
5 .008048 6.48429 8.93227  
6 .009836 6.6527 9.56696  

 

Sweden Non-oil TB 

lag FPE AIC SBIC 

0 .007202 6.41816 6.53001* 

1 .0068 6.36014 6.91938 

2 .005935* 6.22181* 7.22845 

3 .007428 6.44062 7.89465 

4 .007449 6.43278 8.33421 

5 .008494 6.54691 8.89574 

6 .010787 6.75998 9.5562   
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Norway TB 

lag FPE AIC SBIC 

    

0 .021826 7.52687 7.63872* 

1 .01987 7.43251 7.99175 

2 .016558* 7.24785* 8.25449 

3 .021379 7.49772 8.95176 

4 .02114 7.47591 9.37734 

5 .024399 7.60205 9.95087 

6 .031509 7.83195 10.6282 

 

 

 

Norway Non-oil TB 

lag FPE AIC SBIC 

    

0 .02 7.43948 7.55133* 

1 .018059 7.3369 7.89614 

2 .014881* 7.14105* 8.14769 

3 .01911 7.38556 8.83959 

4 .018557 7.34562 9.24705 

5 .021535 7.47718 9.82601 

6 .027905 7.7105 10.5067 
 

 

Stability tests for Var-model 

 

Sweden TB 

Eigenvalue Modulus 

  

-.315038 +  .5381669i .623596 

-.315038 -  .5381669i .623596 

.3175929 +  .5347153i .621921 

.3175929 -  .5347153i .621921 

.03712665 +  .3578366i .359757 

.03712665 -  .3578366i .359757 

-.2849767 .284977 

.2736278 .273628 

  

All the eigenvalues lie inside the unit circle. 

   VAR satisfies stability condition 
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Norway TB 

Eigenvalue  Modulus 

-.260084 +  .5789112i .634651 

-.260084 -  .5789112i .634651 

.322325 +  .4383289i .544082 

.322325 -  .4383289i .544082 

-.1925746 +  .3936822i .438259 

-.1925746 -  .3936822i .438259 

-.284357  .284357 

.2511362  .251136 

All the eigenvalues lie inside the unit circle. 

   VAR satisfies stability condition 

 

Sweden Non-oil 

Eigenvalue  Modulus 

.3199565 +  .5347917i .623197 

.3199565 -  .5347917i .623197 

-.2947094 +  .5276284i .604355 

-.2947094 -  .5276284i .604355 

.03247542 +  .3439263i .345456 

.03247542 -  .3439263i .345456 

-.291572  .291572 

.2727001  .2727 

All the eigenvalues lie inside the unit circle. 

   VAR satisfies stability condition 

 

Norway Non-oil 

Eigenvalue Modulus 

  

-.2613389 +  .5765955i .633056 

-.2613389 -  .5765955i .633056 

.3018149 +  .4405975i .534058 

.3018149 -  .4405975i .534058 

-.1795187 +  .3945004i .433425 

-.1795187 -  .3945004i .433425 

-.3011741 .301174 

.2492707 .249271 

All the eigenvalues lie inside the unit circle. 

   VAR satisfies stability condition 
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Granger test 

 

Sweden TB 

Equation Excluded chi2 df Prob > chi2 

D_TB_SWE D_GDP_SWE 2.3619 2 0.307 

D_TB_SWE D_EXC_SWE 1.5542 2 0.460 

D_TB_SWE D_BRENT_OIL 3.248 2 0.197 

D_TB_SWE ALL 6.52 6 0.368 

 

Sweden Non-oil TB 

Equation Excluded chi2     df Prob > chi2 

D_NOIL_SWE D_GDP_SWE 2.441 2 0.295 

D_NOIL_SWE D_EXC_SWE 1.3968 2 0.497 

D_NOIL_SWE D_BRENT_OIL 1.2058 2 0.547 

D_NOIL_SWE ALL 4.47 6 0.613 

 

Norway TB 

Equation Excluded chi2 df Prob > chi2 

D_TB_NORW D_GDP_NORW 2.3492 2 0.309 

D_TB_NORW D_EXC_NORW 1.638 2 0.441 

D_TB_NORW D_BRENT_OIL 5.4923 2 0.064 

D_TB_NORW ALL 21.5 6 0.001 

 

Norway Non-oil TB 

Equation Excluded    chi2 chi2 df Prob > chi2 

D_NOIL_NORW D_GDP_NORW 1.6538 2 0.437 

D_NOIL_NORW D_EXC_NORW 1.5734 2 0.455 

D_NOIL_NORW D_BRENT_OIL 6.4279 2 0.040 

D_NOIL_NORW ALL 27.203 6 0.000 
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Impulse response function 

Sweden TB 

 

 

Sweden Non-oil trade balance 
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Norway trade balance 

 

 

Norway Non-oil trade balance 
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Appendix 2 

 

 

 

Graph 3, Source: BP report 2018 June 

 

 

Graph 4, Source:Statistic Norway(national accounts), Ministry of finance(revised national budget 2019)  
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Graph 5, Source: Ministry of finance Norway, Statistic Norway  

 

 

 

 

Graph 6, source  U.S. Energy Information Administration 
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